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Secret Journey To Planet Serpo A True Story Of Interplanetary Travel
As recognized, adventure as well as experience virtually lesson, amusement, as without difficulty as concord can be gotten by just checking out a book secret journey to planet serpo a true story of interplanetary travel in addition to it is not directly done,
you could allow even more going on for this life, regarding the world.
We have the funds for you this proper as well as simple quirk to get those all. We give secret journey to planet serpo a true story of interplanetary travel and numerous books collections from fictions to scientific research in any way. accompanied by them is this
secret journey to planet serpo a true story of interplanetary travel that can be your partner.
Secret Journey to Planet Serpo: A True Story of Interplanetary Travel TGO begins its 7-month journey to the red planet Len Kasten (01-19-16) Secret Journey to Planet Serpo Looking at the Earth Through Extraterrestrial Eyes
Secret Journey to Planet Serpo: A True Story of Interplanetary Travel Secret Journey to Planet Serpo: A True Story of Interplanetary Travel In The 1950s Aliens Took These Americans For A Ride Secret Journey to Planet Serpo: A True Story of Interplanetary Travel
Secret Journey to Planet Serpo: A True Story of Interplanetary Travel by Len Casten (book review) Secret Journey to Planet Serpo: A True Story of Interplanetary Travel GRIMERICA TALKS TO LEN KASTEN; SECRET JOURNEY TO PLANET SERPO Planet Serpo –
A True Story of a Secret Interplanetary Journey Project The last man on the Moon's panic revealed | ITV News Stephen Hawking's Stark Warning for Humans to Leave Earth Evidence That Aliens Have Made Contact Where are all the aliens? | Stephen Webb
JOSE-SERPO Ancient Aliens: Top Secret Documents for Majic Eyes Only (Season 12, Episode 9) | History Massive Planet Found Within a Triple-Star System
CINEMA CONFIDENTIAL/ON SET OF PROJECT BLUE BOOK/PRODUCTION DESIGN/ROSS DEMPSTERSecret Journey to Planet Serpo: A True Story of Interplanetary Travel Secret Journey to Planet Serpo Secret Journey to Planet Serpo
1947: The Greys' Odyssey to Earth by Gus V.Secret Journey to Planet Serpo (Audiobook) by Len Kasten - free sample Secret Journey to Planet Serpo: A True Story of Interplanetary Travel
Planet Serpo - Geological FactsSecret Journey To Planet Serpo
“Secret Journey to Planet Serpo was a ‘mind-blower’ for me. A well-written, easy read, with numerous b&w illustrations and 27 colour plates, I think it will test your powers for discerning its credibility and make you begin to wonder what else of monumental
importance is being withheld from the citizens of earth.”, Alan Glassman, New Dawn, November 2013
Secret Journey To Planet Serpo: A True Story of ...
This book claims that after the saucer crash at Rosswell contact was made with an alien eace known as the Ebens, an exchange program was organised sending twelve military men to their distant planet, this was to be known as operation Serpo, the year was
1966, the USA had known of visitors from nine other star systems since 1930, they were also aware of a colony of 40,000 of them at Neuschwabenland at Queen Maud land in Antarctica, it was also known a base of Reptlians was nearby
Secret Journey to Planet Serpo: A True Story of ...
with secret UFO investigation and contact with extraterrestrials. Anonymous describes the Red Book: Serpo website developer Bill Ryan The Red Book is an extremely thick, very detailed account summary, written and compiled by the U.S. government on UFO
investigations dating from 1947 to the present day.
Secret Journey to Planet Serpo - avalonlibrary.net
In July 1965, an alien spacecraft from the Zeta Reticuli star system landed in Nevada and welcomed aboard twelve military personnel for a 10-month journey to their home planet, Serpo. In 2005, members of the Defense Intelligence Agency came forward to
reveal the operation, including details from the 3,000-page debriefing of the seven members of the Serpo team who returned.
Secret Journey to Planet Serpo - Inner Traditions
Len Kasten is the author of the book “Secret Journey to Planet Serpo”. It seems that this is based on real facts. It all started in 1965 when the Nevada desert landed an alien ship, which came from the Zeta Reticuli star system.
Story of Top Secret Interplanetary Travel to Planet Serpo ...
Alien / Science / Space / UFO Len Kasten is the author of “Secret Journey to Planet Serpo” a book based on true facts. In 1965 a massive extra-terrestrial spacecraft from the Zeta Reticuli star system landed at a Nevada site near Las Vegas. You might have heard
of this place since is called Area 51.
Planet Serpo - The Real Story of a Secret Interplanetary ...
Watch a video book trailer on "Secret Journey to Planet Serpo" that was written by Len Kasten and based on factual events. On July 16, 1965, a massive alien ...
Secret Journey to Planet Serpo: A True Story of ...
Following a plan set in motion by President Kennedy in 1962, the alien visitors known as the Ebens welcomed 12 astronaut-trained military personnel aboard their craft for the 10-month journey to their home planet, Serpo, 39 light-years away. In November 2005,
former and current members of the Defense Intelligence Agency–directed by Kennedy to organize the Serpo exchange program–came forward to reveal the operation, including details from the 3,000-page debriefing of the 7 members of the ...
Secret Journey to Planet Serpo: A True Story of ...
No Ufology’s library is complete without Secret Journey to Planet Serpo. The book is a masterpiece!! Rating: 5 Stars all the way.” ― Art, UFOs, and Supernatural Magazine, August 2013 “Secret Journey to Planet Serpo was a ‘mind-blower’ for me. A well-written,
easy read, with numerous b&w illustrations and 27 colour plates, I think it will test your powers for discerning its credibility and make you begin to wonder what else of monumental importance is being withheld from the ...
Secret Journey to Planet Serpo: A True Story of ...
This book claims that after the saucer crash at Rosswell contact was made with an alien eace known as the Ebens, an exchange program was organised sending twelve military men to their distant planet, this was to be known as operation Serpo, the year was
1966, the USA had known of visitors from nine other star systems since 1930, they were also aware of a colony of 40,000 of them at Neuschwabenland at Queen Maud land in Antarctica, it was also known a base of Reptlians was nearby
Amazon.co.uk:Customer reviews: Secret Journey To Planet ...
For Beyond 50's "History" talks, listen to an interview with Len Kasten. He is the author of "Secret Journey to Planet Serpo" that is based on factual events. On July 16, 1965, a massive alien spacecraft from the Zeta Reticuli star system landed at a Nevada test site
north of Las Vegas.
Secret Journey to Planet Serpo: A True Story of ...
The Journey to Serpo gives a documented journey on a 13 year stay for 11 government-chosen people who completed the voyage and lived among its inhabitants. I found the book to be captivating, but then since elementary school I have always believed that we
are not the only inhabitants of the Universe. I was amazed a
Secret Journey to Planet Serpo: A True Story of ...
The Serpo story is an alleged exchange program between Earth and the planet Serpo. The 12 participants from Earth were to spend 12 years on Serpo to observe them and their behavior. “The origins of the program supposedly started after two UFOs crashed in
Roswell and Corona, NM in 1947.
Secret Journey to Planet Serpo: A True Story of ...
Secret Journey to Planet Serpo: A True Story of Interplanetary Travel The 37 light year journey took a reported nine months to complete. When the intrepid dozen arrived at Serpo they discovered that the Eben planet was like the Earth in many ways. It was slightly
smaller in size but the atmosphere was consistent to that of Earth’s.
Project Serpo: Top-Secret Exchange Mission with Eben Aliens
Following a plan set in motion by President Kennedy in 1962, the alien visitors known as the Ebens welcomed 12 astronaut-trained military personnel aboard their craft for the 10-month journey to their home planet, Serpo, 39 light-years away.
Secret Journey to Planet Serpo Audiobook | Len Kasten ...
“ Secret Journey to Planet Serpo was a ‘mind-blower’ for me. A well-written, easy read, with numerous b&w illustrations and 27 colour plates, I think it will test your powers for discerning its credibility and make you begin to wonder what else of monumental
importance is being withheld from the citizens of earth.”
Secret Journey to Planet Serpo: A True Story of ...
Following a plan set in motion by President Kennedy in 1962, the alien visitors known as the Ebens welcomed 12 astronaut-trained military personnel aboard their craft for the 10-month journey to their home planet, Serpo, 39 light-years away.
Secret Journey to Planet Serpo : Len Kasten : 9781591431466
Following a plan set in motion by President Kennedy in 1962, the alien visitors known as the Ebens welcomed 12 astronaut-trained military personnel aboard their craft for the 10-month journey to their home planet, Serpo, 39 light-years away.

Documents how 12 people, as part of a top-secret U.S. government program, traveled to the planet Serpo and lived there for 13 years • Based on the debriefing of the Serpo team and the diary of the expedition’s commander • Explains how the aliens helped us
reverse-engineer their antigravity spacecraft and develop technology to solve our planet-wide energy problems • Reveals how our government has an ongoing relationship with the Serpo aliens On July 16, 1965, a massive alien spacecraft from the Zeta Reticuli
star system landed at the Nevada test site north of Las Vegas. Following a plan set in motion by President Kennedy in 1962, the alien visitors known as the Ebens welcomed 12 astronaut-trained military personnel aboard their craft for the 10-month journey to
their home planet, Serpo, 39 light-years away. In November 2005, former and current members of the Defense Intelligence Agency--directed by Kennedy to organize the Serpo exchange program--came forward to reveal the operation, including details from the
3,000-page debriefing of the 7 members of the Serpo team who returned after 13 years on the planet. Working with the DIA originators of the Serpo project and the diary kept by the expedition’s commanding officer, Len Kasten chronicles the complete journey of
these cosmic pioneers, including their remarkable stories of life on an alien planet, superluminal space travel, and advanced knowledge of alien technologies. He reveals how the Ebens presented the U.S. with “The Yellow Book”--a complete history of the universe
recorded holographically, allowing the reader to view actual scenes from pre-history to the present. He explains how the Ebens helped us reverse-engineer their antigravity spacecraft and develop technology to solve our planet-wide energy problems--knowledge
still classified. Exposing the truth of human-alien interaction and interplanetary travel, Kasten reveals not only that the Ebens have returned to Earth eight times but also that our government continues to have an ongoing relationship with them--a relationship with
the potential to advance the human race into the future.
Documents how 12 people, as part of a top-secret U.S. government program, traveled to the planet Serpo and lived there for 13 years • Based on the debriefing of the Serpo team and the diary of the expedition’s commander • Explains how the aliens helped us
reverse-engineer their antigravity spacecraft and develop technology to solve our planet-wide energy problems • Reveals how our government has an ongoing relationship with the Serpo aliens On July 16, 1965, a massive alien spacecraft from the Zeta Reticuli
star system landed at the Nevada test site north of Las Vegas. Following a plan set in motion by President Kennedy in 1962, the alien visitors known as the Ebens welcomed 12 astronaut-trained military personnel aboard their craft for the 10-month journey to
their home planet, Serpo, 39 light-years away. In November 2005, former and current members of the Defense Intelligence Agency--directed by Kennedy to organize the Serpo exchange program--came forward to reveal the operation, including details from the
3,000-page debriefing of the 7 members of the Serpo team who returned after 13 years on the planet. Working with the DIA originators of the Serpo project and the diary kept by the expedition’s commanding officer, Len Kasten chronicles the complete journey of
these cosmic pioneers, including their remarkable stories of life on an alien planet, superluminal space travel, and advanced knowledge of alien technologies. He reveals how the Ebens presented the U.S. with “The Yellow Book”--a complete history of the universe
recorded holographically, allowing the reader to view actual scenes from pre-history to the present. He explains how the Ebens helped us reverse-engineer their antigravity spacecraft and develop technology to solve our planet-wide energy problems--knowledge
still classified. Exposing the truth of human-alien interaction and interplanetary travel, Kasten reveals not only that the Ebens have returned to Earth eight times but also that our government continues to have an ongoing relationship with them--a relationship with
the potential to advance the human race into the future.
Project Serpo was a Top Secret, United States Government program that sent twelve carefully selected military personnel to a distant star system over 30 Light Years away.How did they traverse this enormous distance? The answer is exactly why our
governments have't admitted to the existence of "aliens" or disclosed any of the countless materials they have on the subject.But just because the government doesn't admit it, does that mean it doesn't exist?The truths disclosed in the pages within is truly
astounding. Get started now.
Shares new documents to expose the sinister alien influence in world governments, financial systems, and scientific institutions throughout history • Shows how Eisenhower’s treaty with the Greys, signed at Holloman Air Force Base in 1954, gave the aliens
authority to abduct humans for "research" • Reveals how Reptilian-influenced ex-Nazis infiltrated the U.S. government • Explains how the Reptilians have created alien-human hybrids under their control to replace the human population Long ago, the Galactic
Federation sent the Atlans, a fierce group of humans from the Pleiades, to Earth to confront the newest colony of the combative ever-spreading alien race known as the Reptilians. The ensuing battle sank the continent of Lemuria and drove the Reptilians
underground beneath the Indian subcontinent as well as to Antarctica. Able to shapeshift to appear human, the Reptilians then infiltrated the Atlantean civilization, abducting humans and creating Reptilian hybrids. As Len Kasten shows, this technique of
infiltration and hybridization prior to an all-out attack has been the hallmark of Reptilian conquest throughout the galaxy. Chronicling the history of the Reptilian Empire’s influence on Earth and their conquest of 21 star systems, Kasten reveals how the human
race is enmeshed in a skillfully concealed plot to enslave humanity and exploit our planet’s physical and biological resources. Revealing Hitler’s pact with extraterrestrials and the Reptilian influence on the Nazi state, he shares new documents that disclose the
rescue and rehabilitation of Nazi war criminals to assist in the Cold War, which then corrupted many U.S. government institutions. Focusing on crucial events in the decade after World War II, he examines the Reptilians’ human allies, the Illuminati, who control the
levers of financial, technological, and military power throughout the world through various secret societies. He shows how Eisenhower’s treaty with the Greys, signed at Holloman Air Force Base in 1954, gave the aliens permission to take humans up to their
spaceships, ostensibly for genetic study--in return for alien technology--and how these abductions led to the creation of a hybrid race under Reptilian mind control. He also explains how Kennedy was assassinated by the CIA because of his plans to rout out this
Nazi–Reptilian presence. Contrasting the Reptilians with the benevolent Ebens, the aliens from Zeta Reticuli who crashed at Roswell, Kasten exposes the stealthy tactics of the Reptilians, their relationship with the Greys, and their advanced genetic bio-technology
and teleportation abilities--as well as what we need to do to defeat their plans.
Reveals the Nazi-Reptilian infiltration of the U.S. government, their secret space program, and their slave colonies throughout the solar system • Details “Operation Paperclip,” which enabled Nazis and their Reptilian partners to infiltrate the U.S. military-industrial
complex, including NASA and the CIA • Reveals their interstellar space ports in Antarctica and on Mars, their base on the Moon, and their alien technologies, including nano-technology, antigravity propulsion, mass mind control, and hyperdimensional teleportation
capabilities • Shares testimonies from American and British “supersoldiers” who participated in the “20 and Back” age-regression programs, revealing advanced human technology and our Space Armada that constitutes a counter-balance to the Nazi Dark Fleet
The Nazis did not really lose World War II. They made it appear that way in order to divert attention from the alliance between the Fourth Reich and the race of aliens known as the Reptilians--an ancient galactic civilization obsessed with conquest and domination.
After the German surrender in 1945, the Nazi-Reptilian alliance infiltrated the U.S. military-industrial complex. Through “Operation Paperclip,” the Nazis and Reptilians removed their political opponents, such as the Kennedys, and moved into policy-making
positions in post-war America, infiltrating aerospace companies, banking, media, and the U.S. government, including NASA and the CIA. But their real target was not the United States--it was the solar system. As Len Kasten reveals in startling detail--including
revelations of antigravity propulsion technology, alien techniques of mass mind control, and hyperdimensional teleportation capabilities--the Nazi-Reptilian alliance used their newfound power, wealth, and influence to launch a Secret Space Program with
interstellar spaceports in Antarctica and on Mars as well as an eleven-story base of operations on the Moon. They commenced mining and manufacturing operations on Mars and Ceres, forming colonies there and elsewhere in the solar system. And, most shocking,
they have used thousands of human slaves, easily transported in their spaceships, for both work and sexual exploitation. Sharing testimonies from American and British “supersoldiers” who participated in the “20 and Back” age-regression programs, Kasten
reveals the various forces inside and outside government that are resisting the Nazis and thwarting Reptilian attempts to achieve total dominance of the planet and the solar system. The U.S.-led Secret Space Program has its own fleet of spaceships, the Solar
Warden Space Armada, which patrols the edges of the solar system and poses a growing threat to the Nazi Dark Fleet.
Shocking true stories of those who walk among us . . . Just who has visited us in the past? Who might be coming next? And who walks among us today? Real Aliens, Space Beings, and Creatures from Other Worlds investigates the theories, the mysteries, and the
facts surrounding alien involvement in the lives of Earthlings. Packed with thought-provoking stories and shocking revelations of more than 300 otherworldly incidents, including aliens living among us, spacecraft landings, interstellar cooperation, alien encounters,
government conspiracies, hybrid children, mutilations, missing time experiences, secret alien facilities, and the influence of extraterrestrials on human events throughout history. Each astonishing report is detailed with thorough research of the historical record,
news articles, and disquieting testimonials.
“The famous 1961 Betty and Barney Hill abduction by non-humans is taken apart, meticulously re-examined by Betty’s niece Kathleen Marden and nuclear physicist Stanton T. Friedman, and reinforced by the pressure of facts.” —Linda Moulton Howe, Emmy
award-winning TV producer, reporter, and editor, Earthfiles.com Today, 60 years after the UFO abduction of Betty and Barney Hill, more and more people are convinced that UFOs are real and their existence is being covered up by the government. If you have
doubts or questions about the Hill case or alien experiences in general, Captured! will give you the answers you’re searching for. The 1961 abduction of the Hills stirred worldwide interest and enthralled the public and media for decades. The case is mentioned in
almost all UFO abduction books. It also became a target for debunkers, who still attack it today. But the complete story of what really happened that day, its effect on the participants, and the findings of investigators has never been told—until now. In Captured!
you’ll get an insider’s look at the alien abduction, previously unpublished information about the lives of the Hills before and after Barney’s death in 1969, their status as celebrities, Betty’s experiences as a UFO investigator, and other activities before her death in
2004. Kathleen Marden, Betty Hill’s niece, shares details from her discussions with Betty and from the evidence of the UFO abduction. She also looks at the Hills’ riveting hypnosis sessions about their time onboard the spacecraft. The results of a new chemical
analysis of the dress Betty was abducted in is shared, which found unusual and rare elements on it Newly discovered letters at the American Philosophical Society by debunker Philip Klass, regarding an orchestrated plot to paint Betty as delusional reveal what
early detractors tried to do. In addition, coauthor, physicist, and ufologist Stanton T. Friedman reviews and refutes the arguments of those who have attacked the Hill case, including the star map Betty Hill saw inside the craft and later recreated.
A new edition of the blockbuster book that revealed the top-secret findings of the US government about UFOs. Throughout the 1950s and 1960s, while publicly dismissing the existence of UFOs, the United States Air Force was engaged in a secret program for
evaluating every report of unidentified flying objects. Under the code name, Project Blue Book, the Air Force analyzed over 13,000 incidents. The goal of this enterprise was threefold: To determine the cause for each UFO sighting, to assess the security threat for
each incident, and to determine how the United States could obtain or create the technology used by UFOs. This book, based on secret files obtained through the Freedom of Information Act, includes accounts of seven of the most important USAF enquiries-among them the story of the nights the White House was buzzed by UFOs, the mystery of the Lubbock Lights, the full story of Captain Mantell--Ufology's first martyr, and the startling conversion of the prominent astronomer, J. Alan Hynek from UFO skeptic to
believer. This is startling and fascinating book that uncovers not only the anatomy of a government cover-up, but also provides stark and chilling evidence that we are not alone. It is all here, government documents, the testimony of scientists, the military, pilots
and citizens all over the country who have witnessed UFOS.
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Now in paperback, the droll memoir by a world-class physicist that includes recollections of his involvement with pioneering laser research, encounters with many of the most recognizable literary, cultural, and entertainment figures of the 20th century, and his
role in teaching ESP techniques to the CIA--a real-life X-Files saga. Russll Targ is a Zelig-like character. His story is an idiosyncratic journey through the highways and byways of American intellectual, scientific, and cultural life in 20th century. His father (the longtime editor-in-chief at Putnam) acquired The Godfather on the basis of an outline scribbled on the back of a napkin. His mother was the first press agent of the fan dancer Sally Rand. His step-mother is the legendary literary agent Rosalind Targ. He was married for
thirty years to the sister of the infamous chess master Bobby Fischer. He briefly dated Henny Youngman’s cousin. He attended college with Alan Alda’s wife, Arlene. He was part of Ayn Rand’s study group in the 1950s--along with economist Alan Greenspan. He
was a pioneer in laser research. He spent many years developing air-borne laser wind sensors for Lockheed and NASA. He co-founded the Stanford Research Institute remote viewing program--which was funded by the CIA--and was instrumental in tracking Soviet
and Chinese weapon installations during the Cold War. And, he is a legally blind motorcyclist—who happens to be a Buddhist. This is a fascinating memoir by a first-class intellect; the story of a physicist who has pushed the boundaries of siceince to explory the
realms of parapsychology, spirituality, and the unexplained.
This is the mysterious manuscript authored by a U.S. Government insider. It describes, in amazing detail, the inter relationship between the U.S. Government and several extraterrestrials societies with whom we have working agreements.I've been told this
information was once classified as "Above Top Secret" and that this information was never intended to be released to the public! The Blue Planet Project Book contains all the amazing notes and drawings made by the scientist. The scientist visited various UFO
crash sites, and the notes and drawings were allegedly made from those visits. It is believed that this anonymous scientist (more info revealed in book) was contracted by the government over several years to visit all crash sites, interrogate captured Alien Life
Forms and analyze all data gathered from that endeavor.This book compiled from what is believed to be the original and complete information. In keeping with the format of the original information that was in a binder format, this book has been published in a full
size 8.5 x 11 page size and bound in a comb binding format. This makes it easier to lay flat and open pages fully for easier reading and studying.We believe this to be the most complete, accurate and highest quality version of this book available. Be cautious of
inferior editions and eBook versions which have been reported by reviewers to be of inferior quality and may be difficult to read.
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